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For 50 years, The Family Handyman magazine has been helping DIYers get things done and
save money. Now we’ve packed our best plumbing repairs into one book!Easy Plumbing Repairs
offers proven solutions to the most common plumbing problems, from drippy faucets and leaky
pipes to clogged drains and misbehaving toilets. No need for plumbing experience—Easy
Plumbing Repairs is filled with detailed instructions and step-by-step color photos. It’s advice
from professional plumbers, simplified for DIYers. Here’s a sample of what you’ll get:-Clear
clogged drains in minutes-Fix drippy faucets in the kitchen, bath or outdoors-Stop a running
toilet and quit wasting water-Replace a sink, faucet or toilet like a pro-Fix leaky pipes—forever-
Restore flushing power to a wimpy toilet-Cure a drippy sink sprayer-Make leak-proof plumbing
connections every time-Keep your water softener in top condition-Plus: Tips for soldering
copper, joining plastic pipe, cleaning fixtures and more!



EASY PLUMBING REPAIRSKitchen Faucet RepairsKitchen Sink and Drain RepairsToilet, Tub
and Shower RepairsLeak-proof Plumbing Pipe RepairsMain Floor Drain RepairsWater Softener
RepairsThe Family Handyman is a registered trademark of The Reader's Digest Association,
Inc.© 2011 Home Service Publications Inc., Greendale, WI 53129KITCHEN FAUCET
REPAIRSRepair a washer-type faucetA leaky faucet has a torturous way of wearing on nerves
and water resources. Even a slow drip can waste hundreds of gallons per month. Luckily, most
dripping washer-type faucets can be cured in 30 minutes for less than a dollar.To repair a
washer-type faucet, you'll need to replace the washer on the bottom of the valve stem and
sometimes replace the valve seat as well. Replace washers for both the hot and cold water while
you're at it, not just the one that's leaking. Before you begin, turn off the water-supply valves and
close the sink stopper so small parts won't disappear down the drain.Most faucet handles are
secured by a screw, which is sometimes covered by a snap-on cap or button. You may need to
tap, wiggle or pry the handle a bit to remove it. The washer on the end of the valve stem may be
flat or beveled. The new washer should be the same profile and fit snugly inside the circular lip
without having to be forced.With your finger, feel down inside the area where the stem assembly
enters the faucet to determine whether the valve seat is rough or grooved. If it is, replace it with a
new valve seat that exactly matches the old in diameter, height and threads.1REMOVE screw
holding handle, then loosen and remove packing nut. Remove stem assembly.2REMOVE worn
washer and replace it with correct type: flat or beveled. New washer should fit snugly without
being forced.
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replace it with correct type: flat or beveled. New washer should fit snugly without being
forced.3USE seat wrench to remove worn valve seat. New seat must match old one exactly in
diameter, height and number of threads.4LUBRICATE working parts of stem assembly with heat-
proof faucet grease. Reassemble faucet.Repair an outdoor faucetMost outdoor faucets,
including the freeze-proof one shown, have a washer at the end of the long valve stem. Freeze-
proof faucets are particularly prone to worn washers because, when the faucet is turned off, it
continues to drain for a few seconds; consequently, people tend to turn the faucet tighter,
damaging the rubber washer. Before beginning your repair, turn off the faucet's water
supply.1UNSCREW handle and remove packing nut. Hold faucet steady while loosening the nut
to avoid twisting the interior pipe. Even hard copper pipe can be twisted.2PULL stem out of
faucet. For removal, some stems have to be turned so a key lines up with a slot; reattach handle
to turn and pull stem.3REMOVE and replace rubber washer on the stem end. If there are rubber
O-rings on stem, replace these as well.Repair a rotary ball faucetWater flow and temperature in
a rotary ball faucet are controlled by a hollow ball that rotates in a socket. Delta and Peerless are
two of the major brands. Your faucet may have a brass or plastic ball. Both work well, although
the long-lasting stainless steel ball comes with most repair kits. We recommend that you buy a
repair kit that includes the ball, springs, seats and O-rings for the spout, as well as a small repair
tool, for about $15. With this kit, you'll be prepared for almost any repair.If water is leaking out
around the base of the handle, you may be able to fix the leak by removing the handle (Photo 1)
and simply tightening the adjusting ring slightly. Turn it clockwise with the spanner tool included
in the repair kit. If the faucet drips from the end of the spout, replace the seats and springs
(Photo 4). To stop leaks from the base of the spout, see “Repair a leaky faucet
spout”.Reassembly is straightforward. Drop the springs in the recesses and press the rubber
seats over the top with your fingertip. Then align the groove in the ball with the pin in the socket
and drop in the ball. Align the lug on the plastic cam with the notch in the valve body and set it
over the ball. Thread on the cap with the adjusting ring and tighten it with the slip-joint pliers.
Now you can turn on the water to check for leaks. If water leaks from around the ball stem, use
the spanner tool to tighten the adjusting ring until the leak stops. Replace the handle and you're
done.

1REMOVE screw holding handle, then loosen and remove packing nut. Remove stem
assembly.2REMOVE worn washer and replace it with correct type: flat or beveled. New washer
should fit snugly without being forced.3USE seat wrench to remove worn valve seat. New seat
must match old one exactly in diameter, height and number of threads.4LUBRICATE working
parts of stem assembly with heat-proof faucet grease. Reassemble faucet.Repair an outdoor
faucetMost outdoor faucets, including the freeze-proof one shown, have a washer at the end of
the long valve stem. Freeze-proof faucets are particularly prone to worn washers because, when
the faucet is turned off, it continues to drain for a few seconds; consequently, people tend to turn
the faucet tighter, damaging the rubber washer. Before beginning your repair, turn off the faucet's



water supply.1UNSCREW handle and remove packing nut. Hold faucet steady while loosening
the nut to avoid twisting the interior pipe. Even hard copper pipe can be twisted.2PULL stem out
of faucet. For removal, some stems have to be turned so a key lines up with a slot; reattach
handle to turn and pull stem.3REMOVE and replace rubber washer on the stem end. If there are
rubber O-rings on stem, replace these as well.Repair a rotary ball faucetWater flow and
temperature in a rotary ball faucet are controlled by a hollow ball that rotates in a socket. Delta
and Peerless are two of the major brands. Your faucet may have a brass or plastic ball. Both
work well, although the long-lasting stainless steel ball comes with most repair kits. We
recommend that you buy a repair kit that includes the ball, springs, seats and O-rings for the
spout, as well as a small repair tool, for about $15. With this kit, you'll be prepared for almost any
repair.If water is leaking out around the base of the handle, you may be able to fix the leak by
removing the handle (Photo 1) and simply tightening the adjusting ring slightly. Turn it clockwise
with the spanner tool included in the repair kit. If the faucet drips from the end of the spout,
replace the seats and springs (Photo 4). To stop leaks from the base of the spout, see “Repair a
leaky faucet spout”.Reassembly is straightforward. Drop the springs in the recesses and press
the rubber seats over the top with your fingertip. Then align the groove in the ball with the pin in
the socket and drop in the ball. Align the lug on the plastic cam with the notch in the valve body
and set it over the ball. Thread on the cap with the adjusting ring and tighten it with the slip-joint
pliers. Now you can turn on the water to check for leaks. If water leaks from around the ball stem,
use the spanner tool to tighten the adjusting ring until the leak stops. Replace the handle and
you're done.1LIFT the handle and pry off the decorative cover to expose the Allen screw. Turn
the screw counterclockwise until it's loose enough to lift the handle up from the
stem.2UNSCREW the cap by turning it counterclockwise with a slip-joint pliers.3LIFT off the
plastic cam and packing. Lift out the ball and inspect it. Replace the ball if it's scratched, cracked
or visibly worn.4LIFT out the two rubber seats and springs with a screwdriver. Make note of the
orientation of the tapered spring and install the new springs and seats the same way.
Reassemble the faucet.Follow these basics for all faucet repairsBefore you start, examine the
faucet closely to determine where the water is coming from. Leaks around the base of the spout
require a different repair than a drip from the end of the spout. Then turn off the water supply to
the faucet. You'll probably find shutoff valves under the sink. If those valves don't work or if you
don't have any, you'll have to close the main water valve to your entire home. After you turn off
the water, open the faucet in the center position to relieve water pressure and make sure the
water is shut off. Finally, cover the sink drain holes with strainer baskets or rags to avoid losing
small parts down the drain.Pay close attention to the order and orientation of parts as you
remove them. A digital camera or video camera is handy for recording each step in case you
forget. For easier reassembly, set the parts aside in the order they were removed. When all the
parts are out, inspect the interior of the valve for bits of deteriorated gaskets or mineral deposits.
Use a cloth or fine nylon abrasive pad to clean the surface. Loosen mineral deposits by soaking
them in vinegar. Slow water flow can be caused by plugged holes in the faucet body. Use a small



screwdriver or penknife to clean them out. Before you replace worn parts and reassemble the
faucet, hold a rag over the faucet and open the water shutoff valve slightly to flush out debris that
may have been loosened during the cleaning and inspection.After the faucet is reassembled,
open the faucet to the middle position and gradually open the shutoff valves to turn on the water.
Leave the faucet open until water flows freely and all the air is out of the pipes. If the water flow
through the faucet is slow, the aerator may be plugged. Unscrew the aerator and clean it
out.Repair a cartridge-style faucetMany faucet brands use a cartridge of some type. We show
how to replace a Moen cartridge, but the process is similar for other brands. To stop drips at the
spout or correct problems with hot and cold mixing, remove the cartridge and either replace the
O-rings on the cartridge if they're worn or replace the entire cartridge. Take the cartridge to the
home center or hardware store to find a replacement ($10 to $15).Photos 1 – 6 show how to
remove the cartridge. Replacement cartridges for Moen faucets include a plastic spanner cap
that allows you to twist and loosen the cartridge to make it easier to pull out (Photo 5). Don't be
surprised if the cartridge seems stuck. It may take considerable force to pull it out. Really
stubborn cartridges may require the use of a special cartridge-pulling tool. Moen's version costs
about $15 and is available at most home centers.Reassemble the faucet in the reverse order.
Pull the stem up before inserting the cartridge. You may have to twist the cartridge slightly to line
it up for the brass retainer clip. Use the plastic spanner cap or the tips of a needle-nose pliers to
rotate the cartridge. Slide the brass clip into the slots in the valve body to hold the cartridge in
place. Look for the small notch on top of the stem and rotate the stem until the notch faces you
(Photo 4). Install the remaining parts and reattach the handle. The directions that come with the
stem will help orient you here. Then test the faucet. If the hot and cold water are reversed, simply
remove the handle, dome assembly and handle adapter and rotate the stem 180 degrees.1PRY
off the handle cap (gently) with a knife. Turn the Allen screw counterclockwise to remove it and
lift off the handle.2UNSCREW the dome assembly under the handle. Then unscrew the metal
handle adapter and lift it off. Lift off the plastic pivot stop.3REMOVE the retainer nut by turning it
counterclockwise with a large slip-joint pliers.4PRY out the brass retainer clip with the tip of a
screwdriver. Grab the clip with a pliers and pull it the rest of the way out to avoid losing
it.5LOOSEN the cartridge by slipping the plastic spanner cap (included with the new cartridge)
over the cartridge and twisting it back and forth.6GRAB the cartridge stem with a pliers and pull
it straight up and out. Replace worn parts and reassemble the faucet in the reverse order.*Find
the right replacement parts
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Chiefram, “Five Stars. Good book.”

The book by Robert VanNorden has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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